ABSTRACT
as in [8] .
In the present paper, we want to study the existence and stability of the non-collinear libration points in the restricted three body problem with drag force.
II. Equations Of Motion
Let there be three masses ) ( ; , , In the synodic axes the equation of motion of 3 m of the restricted three body problem with Poynting 
The equations of motion of 3 m in Cartesian coordinates (x, y) are 
The Robertson drag effect is of the order of . 10
The solutions (x, y) of equations (2) and (3) with Now, we suppose that the solution of the equations (6) and (7) when 0  k and 0  y are given by
Making the above substitutions in the equations (6) and (7), and applying Taylors series expansion around the libration points by using that ) , ( Stability Of L 4, 5 We can write the variational equations by putting
and    y y in the equations of motion (2) and (3), where ) , ( y x are the coordinates of the libration points under consideration. Now, the variational equations are by Taylors Theorem, we get 
Now, from equations (13) and (14) (17) and (18) to be zero is
This quadratic equation (24) 
With the introduction of drag we assume a solution of the form
where  and  are small real quantities. To lowest order we have Similarly, we conclude that 5 L is neither stable nor asymptotically stable and hence linearly unstable. If we put 0  k , the above results agree with the classical restricted three body problem.
In the classical case i.e. when 0  We have also shown this result graphically in Fig. (i) and (ii). Further to investigate the stability of the shifted points, by using Murray terminology, the resulting motion of a particle is asymptotically stable only when all the real parts of  are negative. Also the condition for asymptotical stability under the drag force is given by [Eq.40].
